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credit. She talks with her accounting
and business professors to make smart
money choices short term and long
term. But she learned early from her
parents what not to do.
“I learned from trial and error,” Owens said. “Seeing my family struggle
gave me the drive to make sure I didn’t
end up in the same position. I spent a
lot of time reading about different ways
to handle debt, build credit and invest
so when I retire, I won’t have any issues
with supporting myself. Dave Ramsey
and other financial advisors have been
God sends in teaching me the ins and
outs of the personal finance world.”
Owens cautions other students not
to make decisions without asking
someone more financially savvy.
“It maybe exciting to have a new car,
house or the extra $5,000 in the bank,
but don’t forget that borrowing is not
free,” Owens said. “When it comes to
interest rates, pay attention not only
your due date of your bills, but also the
statement closing date. It may be hard
to give up that extra margarita to pay
over the minimum on your credit card,
but ultimately you’ll thank yourself later.
Owens said the little things add up
and show creditors that a student is responsible.
Although the cost of higher educa-

Ole Miss is prepared to appeal seven of the twenty-one
NCAA allegations.
The University of Mississippi’s 125-page response to the
NCAA Notice of Allegations
regarding the Ole Miss football team makes one point certain: The university is sticking
with head coach Huge Freeze.
Because of the ongoing investigation and the case before
the Mississippi Ethics Commission, third party names
were withheld in the response.
The allegations date back
to the initial NCAA investigation into Ole Miss sports in
2012. The NCAA investigated
the university’s women’s basketball, track and field and
football programs. The NCAA
concluded its investigation,
but reopened the football case
after the 2016 NFL Draft Day
events involving former offensive lineman Laremy Tunsil.
Tunsil’s twitter account
was allegedly hacked and
screenshots of text messages between Tunsil and then
assistant director for football operations, John Miller,
were posted. In this exchange
Tunsil asks for money to pay
rent and for his mother’s
bills. Miller is shown in the
exchange saying “See Barney
next week” referencing former
staffer Barney Farrar. Farrar
was placed on administrative
leave in November 2016 and
was fired one month later.
Farrar is held responsible
for several allegations in Ole
Miss’s response. The school
claims that Farrar committed
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Fresh alumni will be tossing their
caps into the air this month and begin
their post-graduate life, but student
debt will trail behind them for years.
According to the Office of Financial
Aid, Ole Miss undergraduate students
who started as freshmen and took out
loans for school, graduate with about
$28,000 in debt based on students
who graduated between July 2015 and
June 2016.
This estimate includes federal loans
such as Stafford Loans, Direct Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loans, Perkins Loans, Health Professions Student Loans, institutional loans, private
loans, but excludes financial assistance
from parents.
Junior Tabby Owens, 24, will have
about $15,000 in debt by the time she
graduates. She knows it will be more
because she wants to earn a master’s
degree one day.
She feels fortunate since the average
amount of debt per student in the class
of 2016 was $37, 172, according to the
federal reserve website. And the 44.2
million Americans with student loan
debt make up a combined $1.41 trillion
in loans.
Then again, Owens has always been
a fact and figures kind of girl.
“When I was 16, I got a job working
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for a tanning salon and fell in love with
sales, but it wasn’t until my freshman
year of college that I decided I wanted
to major in accounting,” Owens said.
Owens said she has supported herself throughout college. It has motivated her to become financially savvy,
especially when it comes to acquiring
debt.
“When you are on your own, reality
sets in,” Owens said. “Once I realized
someone wasn’t going to catch me if I
fall, I had to learn how to manage my
finances pretty fast.”
Owens said it is crucial to learn how
to budget in life.
“I have learned the importance of
paying bills on time, and the most efficient ways to build credit,” Owens said.
“Where credit is readily available it is
easy to drown in debt.”
Owens said she worked hard to not
take student loans out until she transferred to Ole Miss a year ago.
She also organized her finances so
she will pay off her car loan before she
begins paying her student loans.
“I am making sure I don’t overwhelm
myself after graduation,” Owens said.
“While in school, I pay the interest that
my student loans are accumulating.
I also keep close track of how much
I spend and I use a budgeting app to
ensure I see where my money is going
every month.”
Owens already is building up her
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Kathy Griffin’s photo shoot: protest not treason

MIKALA TURNER

thedmopinion@gmail.com

In a world where social
media is both our best friend
and worst enemy, there is a
never-ending possibility for
a person to gain attention for
what they post.
Things can go viral within

hours. Sometimes the world
inside our phones that never stops streaming can be a
huge platform for protest; it
can start a war with the entire world with the click of a
button.
Kathy Griffin started a cyber war between conservatives, liberals and those who
reside somewhere in the middle on the political spectrum
when she tweeted a photo of
her somberly holding a fake,
decapitated head of President
Donald J. Trump. Mangled,
bloody orange-blonde locks
curled around her fingers.
The caption read “I caption
this ‘there was blood coming
out of his eyes, blood coming
out of his...wherever.’”

Griffin tweeted later, “OBVIOUSLY, I do not condone
ANY violence by my fans or
others to anyone, ever! I’m
merely mocking the Mocker
in Chief.”
The photo, shot by Tyler
Shields, is a controversy all
over every media platform
and people cannot seem to
decide whether Griffin’s photoshoot is a protest in the
highest form or treason.
People say that what Griffin’s photoshoot did was way
out of line and goes beyond
the boundaries of free speech
that is protected by law. Although, what Griffin did was
no more graphic and obscene
than what one would see in
any number of horror mov-

ies.
The issue is not that the
photo was too obscene or
threatening to be shown.
Griffin’s statement tells the
world that liberals and her
supporters will not be silent
in the face of the changes that
Trump has implemented.
Griffin’s photo was a direct protest to all the negative things that Trump has
passed since being sworn in,
such as the immigrant ban,
the new energy plan that focuses on lowering the cost
of energy without addressing the growing concern of
climate change, and the impending threat to affordable
birth control for millions of
women.
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Some people look down
upon Griffin for this because
they see it as “going too far”
or too graphic. People forget
that sometimes you must go
to great lengths to get people
to listen and pay attention
to what is happening in the
world.
In the end, Griffin had
every right to do what she
did. Though it may not have
been socially acceptable, it
was legal. Just because some
people look down upon her
methods, it does not make
Griffin’s photo any less protected by the most absolute
law of the land.
Mikala Turner is a sophomore social work major
from Bruce, Mississippi.

The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday during the academic year, on days
when classes are scheduled.
Columns do not represent the official opinions
of The University of Mississippi or The Daily
Mississippian unless specifically indicated.
The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should be e-mailed to dmletters@
olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and
no longer than 300 words. Letters may be edited
for clarity, space or libel. Third-party letters and
those bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name
withheld” will not be published. Publication is
limited to one letter per individual per calendar
month.
Letters should include phone and email contact
information so that editors can verify authenticity.
Letters from students should include grade
classification and major; letters from faculty and
staff should include title and the college, school
or department where the person is employed.
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The smart phone killed innovation
ANDREW WILDMAN

thedmopinion@gmail.com

When Steve Jobs introduced the first mainstream
smartphone, little did he
know he was single-handedly killing worldwide technological innovations for the
next nine years.
The same company that
changed the face of computers with the iMac, revolutionized the music industry
with the iPod, and changed
our lives with the iPhone
has become the world’s most
profitable company at the
expense of innovation, as it
has only introduced one new
product which is anything
but revolutionary: the Apple
Watch.
In 2007: Every technology company was competing
to revolutionize every aspect
of our daily lives with new
types of phones, MP3 players, or computers.
In 2017: technology is a
wasteland of glass and aluminum monoliths that only
try to revolutionize what’s in
your pocket.
Ever since the announcement of the iPhone, all tech

companies have wanted to
focus on is making the best
smartphone. From 20012010, Apple introduced at
least three products that
have shaped the landscape
of the tech industry. Since
then, they have been resting
on their laurels.
They put all of their eggs
into the basket that is the
iPhone. They have let their
MacBook pro line of computers become vastly underpowered and overpriced,
even for Apple. They let the
MacBook Air, which has
been called by many sources the perfect laptop, become obsolete. They have
stopped caring about trying
to change our lives. They
only care about putting out a
new iPhone every year, and
we are okay with that.
However, this problem
is caused in part by us, the
consumers. We have allowed companies to become
obsessed with smartphones.
Markets respond to consumer demands and all we have
asked for, as the consumer,
is more and more smartphones, and ultimately, we
have stopped caring about

how technology can change
the world.
But there is still hope in
the age of new technology.
With Amazon’s Echo and
Google’s Google Home, we
see that technology still has
the capacity to thrive.
Companies are starting
to get that a smartphone
isn’t all we need to push the
boundaries of what we are
capable of.
Soon enough, we will lift
our eyes from our screens
and learn how to have a conversation with technology.
We will remove the barrier
that we hold in our hands
between us and infinite
knowledge. We will begin to
see technology change our
lives again.
The 10 year technological
innovation slump is finally
over and the future we are
starting to see would have
happened a lot sooner had
the industry taken its eyes
off of the smartphone just
one second sooner.
Andrew Wildman is a
sophomore integrated marketing communications major from Laurel, Mississippi.
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continued from page 1

20 years 2 months
The estimated time
it will take to pay off
at 6 percent interest
at $200 per month.

“When those kinds of incentives are eliminated, students
may choose a different academic major because of the
concerns about their future
financial debt burden.”
Novićević said some other
forgiveness programs are set
up so that students who made
on-time payments for a set
amount of time, possibly 20
to 25 years, may have their remaining debt forgiven, which
helps low-income graduates.
For all students who submit
a Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, qualifying Federal Direct Loan awards are
included in their financial aid
package.
Novićević said this is a way
of showing students their initial loan eligibility.
Students may decline them
or choose to accept all or a
portion of loan funds.
“When students visit our

Tabby Owens takes a study break from her accounting class.
office to inquire about additional options, our advisors try
to understand the student’s
financial needs and provide
advising based on that information,” Novićević said. “In
most cases, we will advise
students and their parents
to first exhaust all Federal
Direct Loan options before
considering private loan options because federal loans
typically have more favorable
terms and conditions, such
as a lower interest rates and
deferment options. However,
each student and family is different and we encourage them
to decide on the best loan option for their specific situation,
even if it goes out of the order
that we often recommend.
Based on the information the
students provide our advisors,
there may be institutional loan
funds offered as well. These
funds are managed by our office and awarded to students
with most financial need or
those facing special circumstances.”
The financial aid website
has a list of resources for undergraduate students as well
as graduate students.
For undergraduate students
who chose to borrow Federal
Direct Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loans, depending on
the grade level and a student’s

27932

tion has been rising in accordance with debt, some are
worried about the Trump administration cutting student
loan forgiveness programs.
Nataša Novićević, assistant
director for loan administration, said she is not aware of
any definitive plans to eliminate them.
The programs come in
handy to students who chose
expensive degrees, but low
paying careers that benefit society. In the case of qualifying
debtors, it can allow backed
up loans to be wiped away so
many years in the career field.
“Some loan forgiveness programs are used as strategic initiatives to encourage students
to select certain careers, such
as teaching, nursing, or law
enforcement,” Novićević said.

dependency status, they may
be awarded up to their annual
loan limits.
Dependent students may
borrow up to $5,500 for fresh-

$28,000

Average amount of
student debt for Ole Miss
undergraduate students who
started as freshmen and took
out loans, according to the Ole
Miss Financial Aid Office.

men, $6,500 for sophomores
and $7,500 for juniors and
seniors, to the extent that they
are eligible.
Novićević said because subsidized loans are need-based,
the amount awarded is based
on financial need and is determined by their FAFSA. She

PHOTO BY: LYNDY BERRYHILL

said the remaining amount
up to the annual loan limits
is awarded in unsubsidized
loans.
For some loan options, students may max out their limit
of financial aid.
Novićević said there are aggregate lifetime borrowing
limits for both undergraduate
and graduate Federal Direct
Loans.
For undergraduate students, the limit is $57,500 and
for graduate students, the limit is $138,500, which includes
the undergraduate amount.
“It’s very important to only
borrow the loans that you
actually need to help with
your educational expenses,”
Novićević said. “There is not
a limit for Parent PLUS and
Graduate PLUS credit-based
loans. However, staff may
strongly advise against additional borrowing.
Novićević said undergraduate students are not expected
to have very much credit, or
any at all. So many student
loan options do not require a
credit check.
“We also encourage students to think about part-time
employment while attending school, although students
should be careful not to let
work interfere with their studies,” Novićević said.

27934

Novićević said she encourages students to apply for
Federal Work-Study job opportunities and student employment options on campus
that can be scheduled around
class times.
“There are also employment
options around town to consider,” Novićević said.
Senior Malachi Shinault, 22,
will graduate in May with no
debt at all.
“I think (attending community college first) helped a
ton,” Shinault said. “Joining
Phi Theta Kappa not only led
to me having friends upon arriving to Ole Miss, but it also
awarded me two scholarships,
which offset the cost of Tuition
a great deal.”
The Booneville, Mississippi
native has studied integrated
marketing and communications for the past two years
after transferring from Northeast Mississippi Community
College.
Shinault said with the scholarships he received, he has
been able to pay Ole Miss
without paying out of pocket.
“When tuition was paid, I
used my refunds to pay my
for apartment and other necessities,” Shinault said. “I’m
incredibly relieved and proud
to say, I have no school debt.”
Shinault said the cost of living in Oxford while in school
did make him keep an eye on
his spending.
“I

“When you are on
your own, reality
sets in,” Owens said.
“Once I realized
someone wasn’t
going to catch me if
I fall, I had to learn
how to manage my
finances pretty fast.”
Tabby Owens

would buy new video games or
cool tech toys, now I actually
consider how much money I
have,” Shinault said. “I can’t
tell you how many times a day
I check my bank account information.”
He said he asked friends
who were business majors
about finances and attended
a few special topic meetings
involving life after college. He
also read different websites to
understand when loans are or
are not needed.
“You have to balance it out,”
he said. “Save as much as possible, never introduce loans
into the equation unless it’s
absolutely necessary. Apply
for as many scholarships as
you can. Read and educate
yourself on the topic before
the issue becomes overwhelming…the time and the resources are there.”
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Mississippi universities tuition increases this fall
MRUDVI BAKSHI

mpbakshi@go.olemiss.edu

Incoming students must
brace themselves for an expected hike in tuition fees
across all Mississippi public
universities.
The Mississippi Institute
of Higher Learning has announced there will be an in-

crease in tuition fees starting fall 2017 at Mississippi’s
eight public universities.
The measure is intended
to compensate for the state
budget cut announced earlier this year.
According to the IHL, fees
throughout the state are
expected to rise by an average of $454 to $7,413. The
University of Mississippi is

expected to see an increase
in non-resident fees by approximately 6.6 percent and
in-state tuition is to shoot
up by around 6.7 percent.
Many students are away
for the summer but those
on campus are fretting on
hearing about the recent
development.
“I’m not completely aware
about how much the fees

Cost of attendance across public universities in
Mississippi as provided by the Mississippi college board

will go up, but the thought
of it is has got us worried,”
said Sneha Patel, a junior in
biochemistry.
“I’m looking forward to
the upcoming semester and
really hope the increase
does not stress (students)
out too much,” Patel said.
Some students are raising
concern that it will deter
prospective students.
“What is the yardstick in
considering a hike in fees,”
graduate student Amish
Nelson said.
Nelson said his friend is
planning on moving to Oxford to attend Ole Miss, and
is just now learning it will
be more expensive.
“It’s unjustified looking at
the current economic situ-

ation and demotivating for
newcomers,” Nelson said.
Others think the tuition
increase will yield better results in the long run.
“Increase in fees will enable the university to invest
in development of facilities
required for research,” said
Vimal Sharma, doctoral research scholar at the school
of pharmacy.
“This will also mean parents and students will expect a lot in terms of quality
of education at the institution, and I’m positive we
can match up to it,” Sharma
said.
The admissions department at the university was
unavailable for comment at
the time of publication.

Cost combines both fall and spring semesters along with the percent increase in
comparison to the current academic year:
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Female biology professor inspires young minds

MARGO LEE

mvlee@go.olemiss.edu

In the basement of Shoemaker Hall, one particular
hallway of rooms is filled
with years of research and
testing. Students and professors spend countless hours
conducting research and
testing samples.
One of these rooms houses
the lab of associate professor
Sarah Liljegren, whose focus
is on researching the regulation of gene expression in
a model plant species. Liljegren’s genetic classes and
labs are the basis for her
chemistry and biology majors to continue on in the research and medical field.
In the past year, Liljegren
was awarded a grant that
provides over $600,000 to
research the “Roles of Organ
Boundaries in Arabidopsis
Abscission.” During her 11
years at the University of
Mississippi, she has recruited a number of students
from the STEM department to the Sally McDonnell-Barksdale Honors College to train them to be the
next generation of scientists.
There are multiple professors who offer the same type
of lab experience to undergraduates, and students are
able to choose which lab they
want to conduct research in.
Students choose their research lab off of many factors, but which professor
leads the lab has a profound
impact.
Hayden Malone, a junior
chemistry major, has been
working in this genetics
lab for two years and has
brought in many more of her
classmates.
“I chose to work in Professor Liljegren’s lab because I
had heard great things about
her work. As a female, it is
inspiring to be able to work
under someone as renowned
in the scientific field as she
is,” Malone said.
According to U.S. News
and World Report, women
only comprise 39 percent of
chemists and material scientists. With women making up
47 percent of the U.S. workforce in general, it is clear
that women do not have the
same representation as men
among scientists.
However, professors such
as Liljegren are taking steps
to train the next generation
of scientists and ensure that
all genders, ethnicities, and
sexual orientations are given
an equal opportunity to per-

D

t

Hayden Malone measures the different H20 levels needed for the lab’s plant species in Shoemaker Hall.

PHOTOS BY: MARGO LEE

Trays of Thale cress plant species grow in Liljegren’s oxygen and UV controlled laboratory of Shoemaker Hall. These plants
are later used to study genetic patterns.
form in this field.
“I think that the ideal situation for recruiting people
from all backgrounds into
STEM professions is if the
professors who teach and
train students should reflect
the diversity of the U.S. population in terms of gender,
ethnicity, orientation, etc.,”
Liljegren said.
“If you can see people who
look like you doing jobs you
might be interested in, it’s
easier and more comfortable
to visualize yourself doing
those jobs too.”

Most students wishing
to pursue a medical or other science profession are
required to have a certain
amount of research hours
and experience.
Luke Leary, a junior biology major, is a current researcher in Liljergren’s lab
who has just started working
with her. He plans to attend
medical school following
this upcoming year.
“From the little experience I have had working for
Dr. Liljegren she has been
nothing but a positive in-

fluence not only in aiding
me personally in developing
research skills but also in facilitating a lab environment
that encourages its’ workers
to be productive while also
keeping the big picture of
the current project in mind,”
Leary said.
Leary is one of five males
in Liljeren’s genetics lab and
admires her progress as a
female professor at the university.
“In a department filled
with mostly male professors, Dr. Liljegren rep-

resents more than just the
female minority, but is also
very involved with certain
decision-making
processes within the department,
from what I can tell,” Leary
said. “Her laidback yet still
professional way of running
the lab has created an experience for me above and
beyond what I could have
imagined when I went into
research.”
Many students feel this
way and appreciate her enjoyable environment of research and new discoveries.
Liljergen agrees that the
more she is able to identify
with students the more comfortable they feel.
Liljegren takes pride in
seeing students take what
they have learned in her genetics lab and turn them into
their own understanding in
events such as undergraduate symposiums or honor
seminars.
“My favorite situation is
when I see a student give a
presentation where, because
they have to explain to their
peers why they did a set of
experiments and what the
results mean, it clicks, and
they see the big picture of
the project,” Liljegren said.
Liljegren’s impact on her
students is more than that of
simply a mentor and teacher; she serves as an inspiration for them to pursue their
dreams even in the face of
adversity.
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Hasan Minhaj’s comedy special is unforgettable

DEVNA BOSE

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

“I love melanin. I’ve
never gotten a sunburn.
I’m
hashtag
blessed,”
Hasan Minhaj states matter-of-factly, eyes wide, in
front of a roaring audience.
“But when you’re playing the
video game of life and your
avatar comes out white, you
just get asked less questions
along the way.”
Then, nothing but silence.
It is with this type of humor, alternating between
making audiences laugh and
cry with breakneck speed,
that Minhaj explores the secrets immigrant parents inevitably keep, recounts his
tragic prom night and the
trials of growing up in the
90s, and tells his story of
being brown in America on
the Mondavi Center stage.
Minhaj returned to his alma
mater, the University of California at Davis, to film his
recently released Netflix
comedy special, “Homecoming King.”
A correspondent on “The
Daily Show” since 2014, Minhaj returned home to alma mater UC Davis to perform his comedy special aptly titled “Homecoming King.”
Hasan Minhaj hosted the camera,” he says, feigning special soars to new heights “These things happen, and
2017 White House Corre- the shock of locals, to the of impressiveness. Minhaj these things will continue to
spondents’ Dinner where audience’s delight.
manages to break our hearts happen. That’s the price we
many of his one-liners
His father, impressed, and make us laugh with- pay for being here.”
went viral. Since then, the was married to her within in seconds, saying, “Every
This is the moment when
31-year-old’s
momentum 10 minutes of going to her time a brown father says ‘log Minhaj fully realizes the
has climaxed into some- house, without once seeing kya kahenge,’ a star actually generational divide between
thing unstoppable, con- her face. Minhaj compares falls from the sky,” all while them. He identifies as Intinuing with the release of this to a modern-day Tinder, relaying a familiar story that dian, but also, more tan“Homecoming King.”
but with no pictures, stress- even non-POC can relate to. gibly, as an American. He
Minhaj’s comedy special ing his disbelief at AmeriMinhaj, who jokes about was born here, like many of
punches you right in the cans who dare to swipe left his name being mispro- us including myself, so he
gut, forming tears of pain, for things like dimples or nounced as “Saddam Hus- states, “I actually have the
before making you double brown hair, revealing a key sein” in school, recounts audacity of equality,” conover with laughter, tears of element throughout the his life in the days follow- tinuing to quote the Declaughter streaming down show – audacity.
ing September 11, 2001. His laration of Independence,
your face.
He continues, creating a father warned him on the “Life, liberty and the pursuit
He begins the set by tell- connection with the audi- night of, “Do not tell people of happiness. All men are
ing classic first-generation ence by sharing childhood you’re Muslim,” before be- created equal.”
Indian jokes – Stanford, memories of being slapped ing interrupted by a caller
He raises his voice, remispronounced first names, in grocery stores because of on the family landline who membering his thoughts on
medical school, his parents’ spilling sodas in the middle threatened Minhaj’s life. September 12, “I’m equal. I
arranged marriage – you of Costco and describing a Minutes later, thuds could don’t deserve this,” as techknow the drill.
conditional love only known be heard from outside and nicolor stars fall from an
Minhaj’s parents are from by sons and daughters of they discovered that the American flag in the backthe town of Aligarh in Ut- immigrants.
family car’s windows had ground against his silhoutar Pradesh, India, a state
He tells the story of when been smashed. Minhaj’s fa- ette. He describes the familinhabited by 200 million, he told his parents he want- ther somberly cleaned up iar constant “auditions,” the
outlined by the Himalayas ed to marry a Hindu, when the shattered windows in never-ending pleas of immiin the north and intersected his father utters the infa- the middle of the street and grants for others to believe
by the mighty Ganges River. mous sentence that breaks trudged inside, glass em- them when they say, “We
He describes his mom as the heart of every brown bedded in the soles of his love this country,” echoed
“that chick,” calling her the kid – “Log kya kahenge,” feet. Minhaj, furious, in- over and over again.
“iPhone 8 of Aligarh.”
meaning, “What will people terrogated his father on his
Minhaj tells the audience
“Have you heard of See- think?”
perfect zen demeanor, and the story of being stood up
ma? She’s very slim and
This is when the comedy his father calmly explained, on his prom night by one
slender. Her family owns a
of the first people to accept

Make The DM
your instant reminder!
Download the free DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN app
on your iPhone, iPad and Android device.

him for who he was. A girl
named Bethany had recently moved to Davis, California, from Nebraska, and she
often studied at Minhaj’s
house, and he studied at
hers. Her parents asked him
questions like, “What do
you like to do?” which was a
first for the diligent student.
The two kissed in a “stolen
moment” at the end of his
driveway during high school
and planned to go to prom
together. Minhaj turned up
at her doorstep on prom

PHOTO COURTESY: INSTAGRAM

night with his bike in tow
and a corsage in hand only
to be turned away at the
front door by her mother
who told him that because
they were taking pictures
for such a special occasion,
“You wouldn’t be a good
fit,” and Minhaj actually felt
guilty, that guilt so many of
us have felt. He discovered
the terrible lesson that night
that all POC must eventually learn – bigotry is often
present even in the faces of
smiling friends. He thought
to himself, “Who was I to
ruin their picture-perfect
celebration?” How could
he have the audacity to intrude?
Minhaj’s comedy special
is unforgettable. It delivers again and again with
hilariously bittersweet anecdotes that you will think
about for weeks after as well
their lasting implications.
“Homecoming King” comes
at a time when acceptance
and love is especially important, as Minhaj drives
home the point that, “Love
intrinsically is bigger than
fear.” He later quips, “Fox
News taught me that. I’ve
never seen so many people
with spray tans who hate
people of color.”
Minhaj’s comedy special
reminds all POC, and especially
first-generation
brown immigrants, to have
the audacity and tenacity
to unapologetically keep
reaching for that American dream that our parents
came here for, because we
deserve it as much as anyone else.
“The dream is for you to
take,” he implores us. “So
take that shit.”
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UM Museum to host speaker Carolyn Brown tonight

trich.lee1@yahoo.com

PHOTO COURTESY: UM MUSEUM

SATURDAY

6 p.m. - Carolyn
Brown Lecture - UM
Museum
9 p.m. - Davis Coen
and The Great Dying Proud Larry’s
10 p.m. - Bill Abel
Band - Ajax

7 p.m. - PoeTreats Mugg Cakes
7 p.m. - Music and
Movies in the Park
9 p.m. - Kate Teague,
Graham and Melinda Proud Larry’s
9:30 p.m. - Fisher,
Robbins, and Tillotson Rooster’s
10 p.m. - Andrew
Bryant - Ajax

9 a.m. - Oxford
Community Market Community Pavilion
9:30 p.m. Mudshyne - Rooster’s

SUNDAY

5 p.m. - Summer
Sunset Series: And the
Echo - The Grove

Sudoku #6
8 3 5 7 6 4
1 7 2 9 8 3
4 6 9 5 2 1
5 8 4 6 9 7
3 9 7 2 1 5
2 1 6 3 4 8
9 5 8 4 7 6
7 2 3 1 5 9
6 4 1 8 3 2
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7 5 9
1 2 3
6 8 4
5
9
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$100 placed at 7 percent interest compounded quarterly for 200 years will
increase to more than $100,000,000 -- by which time it will be worth nothing
-- Lazarus Long
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HOW TO PLAY

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
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Tough Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 3
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3 5 7 2 6
9 7 1 3 5
2 1 4 9 8
5 4 2 7 1
8 6 5 4 3
1 2 6 8 9
4 3 9 1 2
7 8 3 6 4
6 9 8 5 7
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Sudoku #4
9 1 4 8
2 6 8 4
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3 4 5 7
6 8 7 5
5 2 9 1
4 3 1 2
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15

cash paid nightly
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Now Hiring Drivers
$ per hour
up to

dedicated to her craft of writing. With “The Artist’s Sketch”
being her third biography, she
can be deemed a veteran in her
field. Her dedication has not
gone in vain as her previous
works, “Song of My Life: A Bi-

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

The aim of the event is not only
to raise awareness for Brown’s
book, but also to inform and
educate attendees about some
of Mississippi’s best artists.
Over the years Carolyn
Brown has remained intensely

4 8 9
9 5 1
1 7 2
6 9 3
5 6 4
2 1 5
8 3 7
7 2 8
3 4 6

storing Kate Freeman Clark.”
The lecture and the exhibit will
work hand-in-hand as viewers
will be able to gain in-depth
knowledge about the art they
will be viewing rather than just
getting a visual experience.

Sudoku #8
5 3 1 7 2
7 4 2 8 6
9 8 6 5 3
2 1 5 4 8
3 7 8 1 9
6 9 3 7
2 4 9 1
5 3 6 4
9 7 2 5

The University of Mississippi Museum will be hosting
Carolyn Brown tonight for a
lecture about her new book,
“The Artist’s Sketch: A Biography of Painter Kate Freeman
Clark.”
Carolyn Brown is an
award-winning writer, editor,
educator and independent
scholar hailing from Greensboro, North Carolina. After
teaching at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro
and Elon University, she relocated to Mississippi in 2006
and has continued to cement
her legacy in the world of literature.
Artist Kate Freeman Clark,
Brown’s current muse, is a
Mississippi native from Holly Springs. To complement
Brown’s newly published
book, the museum has an
open exhibition showcasing
Clark’s artwork by the name
of “Lasting Impressions: Re-

ography of Margaret Walker”
and “A Daring Life: A Biography of Eudora Welty,” were
published by the University
Press of Mississippi and went
on to win awards.
“The Artist’s Sketch” beautifully executes its mission
to give Clark’s talent the notoriety it deserves. Brown is
a dedicated scholar who has
conducted extensive research
in order to tell Clark’s life story accurately. “The Artist’s
Sketch” also describes how
Clark learned, developed and
eventually mastered her “plein
air” painting technique. With
Brown’s literary talent, “The
Artist’s Sketch” is expected to
preserve the winning streak.
The event is definitely worth
attending for anyone interested in art, art history or even
literature as you will definitely leave more enriched and
informed than you came. Admission to the event is free and
will start at 6 p.m. “Lasting
Impressions: Restoring Kate
Freeman Clark” will be at the
museum until July 22.
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Lil Yachty’s album reaches new levels of awfulness

”AUSTIN HILLE
-ahille1234@gmail.com
e
y Every once in a while
tan artist comes along that

makes everybody ask, “Is
-this even real life?” Lil
nYachty is definitely that art-ist for this generation.
s As a top-40 hitmaker
sand sadly, XXL Freshman,
hYachty has officially become
-mainstream, and now with
shis newest album, “Teenage
wEmotions,” he has a chance
dto capture that audience for
na bit longer.
h I guess we can call this guy
ea rapper. He doesn’t even
owant to be called that, and I

certainly don’t want to give
hhim that title, but it’s hard
-to label him anything else.
nPerhaps the only fitting
-genre for him would be the
d“weird” genre. Weird can be
-good, but not when the artdist is just being silly, which
gis exactly what Yachty has
ebeen doing, and successfulely, to his credit.

Sudoku #7
9 3 6 1 7 4
5 4 1 2 8 9
2 7 8 5 3 6
6 1 4 3 9 5
7 2 5 4 6 8
3 8 9 7 2 1
4 6 7 9 1 3
2 8 5 7
3 6 4 2
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2 8 7
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5 2 8
3 6 4
9 7 1
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4 1 2 7 9
6 9 4 8 5
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2 3 8 6 1
5 6 3 9 2
1 8 5 4 7
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com.
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ONE BEDROOM apartment for rent
available June 1st. $650.00 includes
all utilities. Graduate student or professionals ONLY. Good location, quiet
on pond. Call or text (662)832-0029
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The Voice of Ole Miss

is holistically a good song.
The production is intriguing, the flow is aggressive,
and lyrically it is challenging but not too cocky. It is
the only track on the album
that I feel to be real hip hop,
and if it is truly a freestyle,
then that is pretty impressive.
The rest of the album is
something else. Let’s just
start with one of the album’s
lead singles, “Peek A Boo,”
which is just awful. The
track features Migos, which

means that the chorus is
everybody just mumbling
“peek a boo” over and over
again.
This is typically the part of
the review where I say that
this is what is wrong with
the music industry and how

advertising
DESIGNER

NEEDED
Student Media Center
Shifts available for
the 2017-2018
school year
Work Hours:
Monday-Friday
between 10am-4pm
• REQUIRED: knowledge of and
experience in InDesign and
Photoshop.
• An understanding of the
fundamentals of graphic design
and what constitutes good AD
design
• Ability to quickly produce
effective and attractive
advertising materials following
instructions from staff
• Attention to detail, high degree
of creativity, strong verbal
skills and ability to work
independently
• All SMC student employees
must have a minimum 2.0
GPA and be in good standing
academically

FOR
APPLICATION
or MORE
INFORMATION

email: danovak@olemiss.edu
online: www.thedmonline.
com/apply/

27936

not what I look to accomplish in a serious review,
but there are few words I
can think of that adequately
describe the poor quality of
this record.
There are always positives
to each record, and this one
is no exception. Some of the
production is actually quite
interesting on tracks like
“Say My Name,” “X Men”
and “Better.” And that’s interesting as in a positive
sense, not a sarcastic one.
The track “DN Freestyle”

8 5

Most will know him from
his feature on D.R.A.M.’s
hit single, “Broccoli,” and I
could not be more serious
when I say this, but once you
have heard it you have basically heard all of Yachty’s
catalog. He has no variation
in his music whatsoever.
This rule of thumb wholly
applies to “Teenage Emotions,” which is objectively
21 tracks of Yachty attempting falsetto unsuccessfully.
Calling the album trash is
just so unprofessional and

PHOTO COURTESY: BILLBOARD.COM

hip hop isn’t what it used
to be, but this is a new level. Tracks like “Peek a Boo”
represent a niche in mainstream music that I have
really yet to see. We are
talking Ice JJ Fish levels of
awful, and for some reason,
he is still selling records.
The rest of the album is
just like this. “Lady in Yellow” and “Forever Young”
featuring Tupelo’s own Diplo are some particularly low
points, and the rest of the
record is pretty much just
throw away tracks.
I have no beef with Lil
Yachty. This 19-year-old
phenomenon
is
almost
unanimously recognized as
the single-most humble and
kind-hearted name in hip
hop right now. Additionally,
he proudly proclaims in interviews and his music that
he does not drink alcohol or
take drugs of any kind.
I have mad respect for
Yachty and his accomplishments, and from what I can
tell, he is a pretty nice guy.
But his music sucks. It has
been described as “polarizing,” so perhaps I am on the
negative side of the pole, but
still, I don’t think I am being
too crazy here.

SPORTS
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ESPN Layoffs Hit Fan Favorite Personalities
COLUMN

PHOTO COURTESY: USATODAY.COM

QUE’TAURUS CERTION
thedmsports@gmail.com

The juggernaut has fallen.
One of the most prominent
sports television networks
is facing a dilemma that has
impacted many other media
outlets, in that viewers are
changing the way they consume media.
As more major professional sports leagues extend
their coverage into individual
streaming apps such as NBA
League Pass, NFL Network
and MLB.TV, it has left once
thought invincible sports giant ESPN in a bind as they
continue to lose subscribers
and ad revenue at an unprecedented rate.
In January of 2017 ESPN
had one of its lowest subscriber totals in recent history
at 88 million, down from over
100 million subscriber five
years previous.
As the number of viewers have gone down the
price to have the service has

PHOTO COURTESY: ESPN.COM

gone up to a current high
this year of $8.25 a month,
up from their previous $7 a
month price in 2014.
These setbacks have led to
the program reportedly having nearly 10notable anchors,
reporters, analysts and production staff many of which
are fan favorites.
In March 2017 the network
announced that employees
should expect layoffs in the
near future, and these expected layoffs began in April of
this year and include several
recognizable names.
Initially in April ESPN refused to release the names of
their on-air employees being
laid off, as they wanted to give
them the opportunity to give
the news to friends, family
and peers on their own time
and in their own manner, and
said the company will release
the full list upon completion.
NBA reporter Chad Ford,
who had covered the NBA
draft for ESPN over the past
sixteen years, was one of the
most shocking layoffs from

the network.
Ford was known for his
consistent coverage of breaking news and NBA coverage.
By the year 2005, Ford had
more than 1 million paid subscribers to his Insider that
read his reports for ESPN.
Ford now continues his work
as an assistant professor at
Brigham Young University.
Layoffs end my 16 yr run
covering the NBA Draft for
ESPN on June 30. Will do
my best to make next 60 days
special for our Insider readers
— Chad Ford (@chadfordinsider) April 29, 2017
Longtime college basketball
writer and reporter Andy Katz,
who had 17 years with the
program was also informed of
his release. Katz began working for ESPN in 2000 and was
known for his break down of
college basketball brackets.
Katz most iconic moments
came when he held breakdown segments with former
President Barack Obama
each year of his presidency
during March Madness. Katz
left fans and future media re-

PHOTO COURTESY: ESPN.COM

porters with a positive message of hope and praise in
how to conduct themselves in
the sports world.
Perhaps the biggest name
to be released from the show
is NFL Insider John Clayton.
Clayton had been with ESPN
since August of 1995 as a senior NFL writer. Clayton grew
into a fan favorite personality
on the air as he drew in many
fans from his distinguished
time being on a plethora of
ESPN platforms to spread his
knowledge and insight of professional football. Many fans
will recognize Clayton from
one of ESPN’s most iconic
commercials during the program’s run of commercials involving their staff in attempts
to promote and boost ratings
for the program’s networks.
Clayton still writes for the National Football League.
These layoffs that current
ESPN president John Skipper
is managing are also due to
extreme costs that the company endures, such as an annual
content cost of $7.3 billion,

which is $1.3 billion more
than the completely streaming program Netflix.
ESPN also has found itself
in a hole due to previous payment agreements with major
sports leagues because the
show used to rely and successfully depend on subscriber fees to drive their revenue.
They currently pay the NBA
an average of $1.4 billion a
year, the NFL $1.9 billion and
the MLB $700 million.
This is not the first time that
the network has had to make
major cuts. In 2015 ESPN laid
off 300 employees of its production staff.
ESPN
continues
to
lead in prime time ratings on occasion, but the
once-thought-untouchable
giant must continue to adapt
to the changing times of media consumption to keep up
with competitors and remain
the staple of sports coverage.
Time will tell who the next
faces to leave the prominent
program will be.
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Two Track & Field athletes continue to NCAA finals

AP PHOTO BY: KIRBY LEE

Ole Miss Track & Field sent 11 athletes to Eugene, Oregon to compete in the NCAA Outdoor Track & Field Championships under second-year head coach Connie Price-Smith. The Rebels’ 10 combined entries
at the NCAA Outdoor Championships is tied for fourth-most in program history. The team had three athletes competing in events on Wednesday evening. Dempsey McGuigan competed in the men’s hammer throw Wednesday evening and finished 10th with a (69.14m/226-10) throw. Senior Craig Engels is No. 2 in the NCAA in the 1500m (3:37.75 at Bryan Clay Invitational) and won his second straight SEC
title in the event last month. Engels won heat one of the 1500m in a time of 3:40.07. Engels will be the top seed heading into Friday’s 1500m final. Senior MJ Erb won SEC titles in the 3000m steeplechase
and 5000m this year. Erb competed in the 3000m steeplechase semifinal Wednesday night and took second place in heat one of steeplechase with a time of 8:43.54. Erb will automatically advance to
Friday’s final. Rebel fans can follow Engels running in the 1500m final at 7:42 p.m. CT and Erb running in the steeplechase 3000m at 7:54 p.m. CT on ESPN2. For more coverage see thedmonline.com.

Game 5 breaks tie in Stanley Cup finals tonight
QUE’TAURUS CERTION
thedmsports@gmail.com

The 2017 Stanley Cup Playoffs between the Pittsburg
Penguins and Nashville Predators have been a thrilling
roller-coaster ride for hockey
fans across the nation.
The Penguins, playing at
home for the first two games
of the series, took the first
game in a 5-3 victory over
the Predators. The Predators
showed tremendous resiliency in the game after finding
themselves trailing 3-0 and
rallying to tie the game at
3-3. However, Pittsburg fell
behind once forward Jake
Guentzel scored with 3:17 remaining in the third period.
Guentzel could have initially been a healthy scratch for
the Penguins, but head coach
Mike Sullivan gave Guentzel
the call. The Penguins later added another goal and
sealed the victory.
“You just have to stay positive, I think,” Guentzel said.
“You just have to stay with it.”
Guentzel continued his
stellar play into the second
game of the series, scoring
two of the team’s four goals
as they beat the Predators
by a score of 4-1. Scott Wilson and Evgeni Malkin both
added a goal apiece for the

PHOTOS COURTESY: THEHOCKEYNEWS.COM, SPORTSLOGO.NET

Penguins and Pontus Aberg
scored for the Penguins. After an early 1-1 tie in the first
period, it only took Pittsburg
three minutes early in the
third period to get their three
goals that would guarantee
them the win.
“I know our guys believe in
their ability to finish, and so
it’s about making sure that
if we don’t get anything, we
try to limit the opportunities
of our opponents to the best
of our ability” coach Sullivan
said.
The series shifted to Nashville for the next two games,
and the Predators were facing a major challenge from
the defending champion Penguins, who could almost taste

the cup trophy.
Guentzel scored in the first
period, giving him his fourth
goal of the series, but after
that the game was all in favor
of the Predators. Nashville
scored the next five goals of
the game as they routed Pittsburg for a final score of 5-1.
The Predators had a full team
effort as each goal was scored
by a different player. Roman
Josi, Frederick Gaudreau,
James Neal, Craig Smith and
Mattias Ekholm each had a
goal for the team.
“I think at those moments,
just mentally, you try to erase
your mind and focus on the
next save and remind yourself that you’re still in the finals and life’s pretty good,”

Predator goalie Pekka Rinne
said.
Game four of the series
without a doubt proved that
the Predators were going to
give the defending champions one tough battle in these
finals. After initially jumping
out early on the Penguins
with a first period goal from
Calle Jarnkrok, the Penguins
captain Sidney Crosby responded with a goal of his
own in the period, and that
was the last moment the
game was tied.
Nashville went on another
run of goals and scored the
final three goals of the game
and celebrated a 4-1 victory
over Pittsburg. Each goal in
this game was also scored by

a different player as Viktor
Arvidsson, Filip Forsberg,
and Frederick Gaudreau each
scored, and Gaudreau gained
his third goal of the finals.
“All of those things matter
when you’re up a goal or even
down a goal or the game is
tied. You’ve got to do those
things consistently” Predators defenseman P.K. Subban
said.
Game five will be a telling
game as the series approaches its conclusion. With pride
on the line for the Penguins
and a chance to prove themselves on hockey’s biggest
stage for the Predators, look
for a game filled with excitement and heart on tonight.
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NCAA

continued from page 1

violations during his recruitment of Student Athlete 39.
Ole Miss states Farrar “hid
this misconduct from the
University’s compliance staff
and his head coach, and used
multiple intermediaries in his
scheme.”
The university claims Farrar “purposely and actively”
worked his way around monitoring systems in place and
“disregarded his head coach’s
repeated directives.”
In the original Notice of Allegations in January 2016, the
football team faced 13 charges
and nine of these were expanded or added to in the
amended allegations in February 2017.
The 21 total charges the
football program and head
coach Huge Freeze are now
facing involve: lack of institutional control, head coach
responsibility, impermissible
contact and impermissible recruiting inducement such as
free apparel, transportation
and lodging, cash and drinks
as well as cash payments to
recruits.
“Although we agree several violations occurred, we do
not agree that credible and
persuasive evidence supports
all of the allegations in the notice,” the university said in its
response.
The university also believes
that Freeze is not responsible
for most of the accusations he
is facing, most importantly
the charges under lack of institutional control.
“The violations are not the
product of wholesale, systemic failures; the issues, while
significant, are limited to
their specific facts ... this case
does not involve a head coach
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Head Coach Hugh Freeze
who facilitated or participated in violations or otherwise
ignored red flags associated
with them,” the university’s
response said.
The university goes further
in disputing the charge for
lack of institutional control
completely.
“The University has robust
rules education and compliance monitoring systems, and
the University has continuously worked, both before
and throughout this investigation to improve and supplement them over time. The
university has conveyed high
expectations for compliance
to its staff, student-athletes,
athletics representatives, and
fans.”
The university acknowledged some accusations are
valid. But others are lacking
in evidence and are intended
to sabotage the university.

Most notably are the accusations surrounding Student
Athlete 39, who is mentioned
consistently throughout the
charges. The university claims
his story does not add up.
The university states that
former recruit, Student Athlete 39, gave a false testimony
about the Rebel football program.
“In critical part, (Student-Athlete 39’s) testimony
was either contradicted or not
corroborated by his friends
and family and, in several instances, refuted by objective
facts,” the university said.
One of the more intriguing
portions regarding Student
Athlete 39 are the allegations
surrounding a $10,000 cash
payment. Ole Miss says the
athlete gave two different versions of what occurred that
day. The university states
that in one account of the sto-

ry, said athlete states that a
booster “provided him a wad
of $100 bills” and in another interview states that the
booster “handed him a bag
full of money.”
Ole Miss continues by stating that the party claimed
to instigate these payments
changes in each interview as
well, along with the chronology of events regarding the
athlete.
The university also makes
a point to reference the student requested limited immunity from sanctions upon
testimony with the NCAA,
and believes that the student’s motive was to discredit the program. A Heath
Ledger Joker tweet the student tweeted on the day the
NCAA’s Notice of Allegations
was received was cited as evidence.
Included in #OleMiss’ re-

sponse to the #NCAA: An embedded GIF of the Joker. That
has to be a first: pic.twitter.
com/ASMcuy8U2Z
— Patrick Ochs (@PatrickOchs) June 6, 2017
<script>
If the more severe allegations prove to be true regarding the program, then the
university must add to the already self-imposed bowl ban,
scholarship restrictions and
restriction in official visits.
The university must address the future of Freeze.
The university has shown
full support for the coach in
its response, but if these allegations are valid the coach’s
position and future with the
team will be in question.
The NCAA has 58 days to
construct its case summary
before going before the the
Committee on Infractions.
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